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In 1971 Congress passed the
Wild Free Roaming Horses and
Burros Act. The Act was passed
unanimously by both Houses of
Congress.
THE WILD FREE-ROAMING
HORSES AND BURROS ACT
OF 1971 (PUBLIC LAW 92-195)
§1331. Congressional findings
and declaration of policy
“Congress finds and declares that
wild free-roaming horses and burros
are living symbols of the historic and
pioneer spirit of the West; that they
contribute to the diversity of life
forms within the Nation and enrich
the lives of the American people; and
that these horses and burros are fast
disappearing from the American
scene. It is the policy of Congress
that wild free-roaming horses and
burros shall be protected from
capture, branding, harassment, or
death; and to accomplish this they
are to be considered in the area
where presently found, as an integral
part of the natural system of the
public lands.”
The momentum that gained this
type of support to protect wild horses
and burros on public land came from
documentation that showed practices
occurring on public land that were
considered “unacceptable” to the
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American public at that time. We
have the identical situation today.
The Act itself was amended
several times to favor interests that
generated a monetary profit off of
public land use. However none of
these amendments eliminated the
most basic premise of the Act,
humane care.
Subsection 2(B) states “excess
wild free- roaming horses and burros
to be humanely captured.” In
addition that section continues to
outline care of wild horses and
burros by private entities “not more
than four animals may be adopted
per year by any individual unless the
Secretary determines in writing that
such individual is capable of
humanely caring for more than four
animals, including the transportation
of such animals by the adopting
party.”
A directive for “humane”
management is mentioned no less
than seven times in the document.
A multitude of procedures and
protocols have been developed to
deal with many aspects of the BLM
Wild Horse and Burro Program. To
date, more than 40 years after the
implementation of the act, there is
still no policy to address this essential
premise.
We find this unacceptable
and expect an immediate
remedy.
http://WildHorseEducation.org
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FACT VS FICTION
STATEMENTS OF CONVENIENCE

“The BLM protects the health and welfare of
wild horses and burros from the time they are
on the range, through the gather and removal
process and through the adoption or sale
programs to when the animal is titled as an
adopter’s own animal.”
“This comprehensive protection will receive a
new emphasis and improve under the BLM’s
planned Comprehensive Animal Welfare
Program (CAWP). “ BLM further states, “This
work will be documented by BLM and as
always done with an emphasis on
transparency.”
These assertions made by the BLM are simply
not factual.
“Comprehensive Animal Welfare
Prog ram” (CAWP) is Pure Fiction
In February of 2011 BLM began what it called a
comprehensive welfare program it dubbed “CAWP.”
Simply put this “program” simply allows those that
perpetrate the offensive conduct to make a determination
of the appropriateness of their own conduct. The oversight
is limited to BLM Wild Horse and Burro Specialists, BLM
“COR,” and the Department of Agriculture’s Animal and
Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) who are the exact
individuals that allow the practices the public, and courts,
find objectionable.
In 2011, while the BLM is supposedly implementing
CAWP, documentation and litigation by Wild Horse
Education, led to the first Temporary Restraining Order in
the history of the act to conduct. Honorable Judge Howard
McKibben called the defense of such conduct a “blame the
horse affront.” BLM did finally admit that the alleged
conduct did in fact occur in what it called the “Triple B
Review.” Yet BLM failed to actually address such conduct
and a Preliminary Injunction was issued in that case.
This led to the State of Nevada issuing a “Leaders Intent”
for expected conduct during removals of wild horses from
public land. (access document at this link: http://
dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/42742685/BLMLEADERS-INTENT-3-2012.pdf
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However ongoing removal operations did not include that
document. Records of Decision (ROD) began to edit this
“Memorandum” in operating documents. The National
office even issues a less restrictive “IM.” (access document
here: http://www.blm.gov/nv/st/en/fo/wfo/
blm_programs/wild_horses_and_burros/
Jackson_Mountains_Gather/agency_intent.html )
However these documents simply gave authority to
determine appropriate conduct to those perpetrating
offensive conduct.
Two more Temporary Restraining Orders were gained to
conduct issues by Wild Horse Education. These additional
court actions included conduct such as: animals run in
extreme temperatures (heat and cold), run through barbed
wire, run to exhaustion and repetitive use of electric shock
even on young animals. Conduct included using a small
area of drought to justify a broad scale removal calling it an
“emergency.”
The BLM is to handle wild horses “humanely.” The BLM
continues to simply assert it “is humane” and fails to
specifically define that claim even in the face of court
orders that state otherwise. The BLM simply fails in
this basic mandate.
http://WildHorseEducation.org
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Q&A
Basic Questions Simply Answered
On what basis is the claim made that BLM fails to
humanely handle wild horses and burros during
removal operations?
The documentation we have gained has led to three
Temporary Restraining Orders and a Preliminary Injunction to
conduct issues. In these instances it was only when a roundup
operation was long enough to afford opportunity to document,
craft litigation and attend court proceedings.
Additional documentation shows similar conduct is a regular
occurrence at BLM roundups.
The BLM says it has a humane care policy. Why do you
say we need one?
BLM does not have a humane care policy. BLM is mandated
to handle wild horses and burros humanely. What BLM says is a
“policy” is an internal memo that suggests an expectation for
handling, nothing more. The document puts the ability to
determine what is appropriate into the hands of those performing
the conduct.
Conduct at BLM roundups can vary greatly depending on
contractor and BLM personnel present. The BLM has a tendency
to “blame the horse” instead of recognizing the correlation of
inappropriate conduct to personnel.
Roundups might be inhumane because BLM says
capturing wild horses is hard. But holding facilities
have a humane policy right?
BLM holding facilities do not have a handling policy either.
Conditions and treatment can vary greatly from facility to facility
and herd to herd. BLM holding facilities do not have an infectious
disease policy.
A requirement for approval of an adoption application is
that proof of shelter be provided. Yet BLM provides no shelter,
shade and often no windbreaks in holding facilities.
The BLM says that “advocates mean well but do not
have the experience” or that they “fabricate”
documentation to make claims for donations. What

Wild Horse Education has more extensive documentation
and experience than any government personnel or other
independent observer. We spent more days at ranges, roundups
and facilities than any other individual organization or
government employee.
Although we can not speak for documentation presented by
others we can attest to the authenticity of our documentation that
has repeatedly stood up to the scrutiny of federal court system of
the United States.
Our documentation is presented after intensive observation
of each individual circumstance. Our recommendations are based
on the most inclusive body of work that exists on current BLM
handling practices.
It is our experience that BLM would rather dismiss our
observations and make documenting their practices difficult
instead of changing. As was the case at the Owyhee Complex
where BLMs own webpages printed excuse after excuse while
unacceptable conduct continued until a court order.
You say BLM makes it difficult to document their
practices. The BLM says they are transparent. What
are you talking about?
Transparency of actions is another assertion that is repeated
by the BLM that is blatantly false. Documenting the BLM is an
ardent task. The fight to gain transparency has also created
rulings in federal court. The Ninth Circuit Court ruled in favor of
Wild Horse Education in 2012 and the case is currently in
mediation attempting to create a protocol that allows consistent
unobstructed opportunities to document BLM actions. The lack
of transparency includes holding facilities where the BLM closed
doors to the public because it’s reputation was being “tarnished”
instead of changing practices that were an embarassment.
The public at large overwhelmingly supports the
creation of a humane handling policy and protocol for
violation of such a policy. This desire is supported by
federal court orders and the Wild Free Roaming Horses
and Burros Act.

response do you have to that?
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Compliance Request
The law clearly states that wild
horses and burros are to be handled
humanely. For the last 40 years BLM
simply allows those performing handling
tasks at removals and in holding to
determine if their own conduct is
“humane.” This is a situation that is
clearly not working.
A Humane Care Policy makes
“good sense”
Over the years the BLM wild horse
and burro program has been the subject
of intense public scrutiny. Various aspects
of the program have become
controversial in nature and lead to an
intense debate.
However one aspect of the program
seems to garner agreement, even from
those that disagree on other aspects of
the program, and that is animals MUST
be handled humanely. Broadcast media,
newspapers and social media have all
taken note of the repetitive objectionable
conduct.
An adoption program is continually
cited as a “failure.” Wouldn’t it make
sense to show that the agency gives value
to each individual as a motivation to the
American public to value these animals
enough to adopt them?
An actual humane handling policy
would be beneficial to gaining public trust
and improving the image of the agency.
BLM Lacks Humane Leadership
There is an increasing lack of public
trust in the BLMs Wild Horse and Burro
program. Inconsistent practices continue
to demonstrate a lack of leadership. The
public hears constant excuses from
management instead of management
addressing this basic issue. If BLM

leadership can not appropriately control
staff and contractors to humanely handle
wild horses and burros how can there be
any leadership in issues that are more
complex?
The Time is Now
In 2014 we have a situation on the
range where several issues are
intensifying. An area of concern
throughout the west is that there will
likely be a few issues revolving around
drought. Drought develops over time.
Over time both a range and animal
health may begin to deteriorate. If such a
situation occurs it is irresponsible to
ignore the need for a humane handling
policy. In such a situation a policy would
be a vital component of any operation
being conducted under the premise of
“animal welfare.” To operate any such
operation without a policy that carries
provisions for it’s violation, would be an
extreme contradiction. Such actions
would likely generate a reinforcement of
pubic distrust, another media storm and
likely further litigation.
No More Excuses
Instead of a humane handling
policy we have a long list of excuses as to
why one has not been implemented. We
have been given documents that
“masquerade” as a policy.
We expect a humane handling
policy and provisions for violation
to be implemented prior to any
removals of wild horses or burros
from public land.
More than 2,400 individuals have
signed a Pledge to work to gain an
enforceable policy and more join
the list every day.
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DOCUMENTATION
TO SUPPORT
REQUEST
There is extensive documentation
to support the request for a
Humane Handling Policy.
COURT ORDERS
Orders of the Court since 2011
include the following:
Leigh V. Salazar Case No. 3:11cv-00608
Leigh V. Salazar, amended to include
Jackson Mountain, Case No. 3:11cv-00608
Leigh V. Jewell Case No. 3:13cv-0006
Wild Horse Education
Library Archive
The most extensive consecutive
video/photographic library on the
capture of wild horses and burros
in current years is accessible in
part at the website: http://
WildHorseEducation.org and in
social media venues including
YouTube. Additional information
and reports can be gained by
contacting the organization.
The documentation clearly
demonstrates an inconsistent
protocol and repetitive
inappropriate conduct.
BLM Triple B Review
After the court order in the Triple
B case a BLM “Team” Review was
done on conduct. The report can
be accessed on MSNNBC media
http://msnbcmedia.msn.com/i/
msnbc/sections/news/
TripleBReport.pdf
http://WildHorseEducation.org
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Appendix 1: Amendment to Standard Operating Practice For BLM Wild Horse and Burro Removals
These recommendations are made after extensive, consecutive, documentation of BLM removal operations and are based on observations of
repetitive conduct.
To ensure safe and humane handling of all gathered wild horse or burros the following POLICY is in effect immediately:
1. Helicopters will not contact or operate too closely to wild horses or burros being gathered.
2. Handling aids, including electric prods, paddles, and flags will not be used in a manner
that is not consistent with domestic horse procedures.
3. Flagging will be used strategically to guard against desensitizing the wild horses or burros. Flags will not be used as whips.
4. Kicking or hitting of wild horses or burros will not be tolerated.
5. Electric prods (hotshots) will not be used routinely on wild horses or burros. Electric prods are never to be applied to sensitive areas such as the face,
head, genitals or anus. Electric prods may be used only when wild horse or burro, or human safety is in jeopardy and never simply to speed up operations.
6. Gates and doors will not be deliberately slammed or shut on wild horses or burros.
7. A detailed discussion on the need to pursue a single wild horse or burro needs to occur during pre-work. Pursuing a single wild horse or burro
should be a rare event and not a standard operating procedure. Only the COTR, with input from Gather Manager, will identify and request the
contractor to pursue a single wild horse or burro. This decision should be limited to the capture of a mare or foal or when an injured wild horse is
identified for capture.
8. The contractor will ensure that foals are not left behind or orphaned in the field. The method of capture will be authorized or requested by the
COTR and or Gather Manager. All efforts will be made to move bands at a pace where young, pregnant or injured animals can keep the pace. At no
time should a band be moved at a pace where animals are run to exhaustion or foals left behind.
9. The need to rope a specific wild horse or burro will be determined by the COTR on a case by case basis. The COTR will identify what wild horse
or burro is to be roped. This decision should be limited to a mare or foal when either is already in the trap pen and the other is not, or to the capture
of an injured animal.
10. Groups of wild horse or burros that escape the trap site while being moved with the helicopter will not have numerous attempts to recapture and
push to the trap site. (i.e. running wild horses or burros at the trap more than three times, running horses to a lather.)
11. Any foals that are not yet weaned naturally, will be maintained with their mares at the gather temporary holding corral and will be transported to
the BLM holding facilities as soon as possible.
12. A small trough of water will be provided within the foal pen at the trap site. The trough will be monitored and refilled as often as necessary.
13. All sorting, loading, or unloading of wild horses and burros will be performed during daylight hours unless supplemental light is provided in the
area to facilitate visibility.
14. When possible, the contractor will have the trailer floor at ground level to ease the loading wild horses or burros at the trap site.
15. If the pilot is moving wild horses or burros and observe an animal that is clearly injured or suffering, they should leave the band behind and note
its location. If band is less than two miles to the trap the injured animals location should be noted before leaving it behind. At no time should an
injured wild horse be left on the range alone for more than two hours. The BLM COTR or Project Inspector/APHIS will go to the area immediately
to determine if any follow up actions are to be administered to the wild horse or burro.
16. At no time will family bands with offspring under 4 months of age be “moved by helicopter” distances of more than 7 miles within a 24 hour
period. During months of July and August the motto “move the trap to the horses” shall be a priority to accommodate pregnant mares and young
foals.
17. If an injury occurs during capture and a wild horse “goes down” in the trap, the continued capture of wild horses will be temporarily suspended
until the animal is moved or euthanized.
18. During times of extreme temperatures (above 88 degrees or below 34 degrees) respiration rates of wild horses will be monitored to note stress and
sufficient recovery time allowed at the trap (respiration rate to drop below 50 rpm) prior to loading for transport to temporary holding. Distances wild
horses are moved prior to capture during temperature extremes will be kept to a maximum of 7 miles. No routine capture of wild horses or burros
will occur in temperatures below 28 degrees F or above 90 degrees F. (Please note that “drought” is not considered an emergency in the BLM
handbook. An appropriate emergency situation would be fire).
19. All gather personnel, including contractors will be monitored for fatigue. BLM personnel have a minimum of 2 days off for every 14 days worked
and is strongly encouraged for contractors.
20. Any “drought” gathers that take place from March 1- July 1 (BLM prescribed foaling season) shall implement additional protocols to ensure safe
capture of newborn foals. Utilize a slower pace and shorter distances to allow safe capture and that no foals are left behind. Trap locations will move
frequently to minimize distances wild horses travel during this compromised time frame. At no time will a wild horse be driven more than 10 miles in
a 24 hour period during a drought removal.
21. Any barbed wire fencing noted in the travel path of wild horses during helicopter capture will be temporarily removed or clearly flagged at no
more than 4 foot intervals to prevent injury. All measures must be taken to prevent any contact by wild horses with barbed wire.
Enforcement of Policy:
In accordance with current stipulations the first violation of the prescribed humane handling policy will be met with a written
warning. The second violation will be met with a “Stop Work Order.”
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Appendix II Temporary Holding Facility Interim Protocol Memorandum
Currently short term holding facilities are housing wild horses and burros for longer periods of time than in past years. Certain issues have arisen in the
care of wild horses and burros kept for these longer durations during this time. The necessity for a conduct memorandum has been demonstrated.
Effective immediately:
1. Structures will be erected that ensure that wild horses and burros are given options in extreme weather conditions to shield themselves from the
elements. Wind breaks on a minimum of two sides of every pen will constructed of plywood or other suitable material. Structures that afford shade
and cover from snow will be immediately placed in every “sick pen” that afford shade to at least one third of the enclosure from noon through sunset.
Structures that afford wild horses and burros shade and cover from the elements will be erected in all pens that hold animals longer than 24 hours.
2. As wild horses and burros are being housed in short term facilities for longer than six months the following “hoof care” rotation now applies. Any wild
horse or burro in a short term facility longer than 18 weeks will receive trims and inspection in a rotation of no greater than 18 weeks.
Temporary Infectious disease protocol
As BLM is currently creating an infectious disease protocol the following will be implemented as an interim measure
1. Isolation of incoming wild horses or burros of not less than 45 days before inclusion in general population.
2. Any incoming population will be swabbed for shedding of the Strangles virus. No less than 1 in 5 incoming horses from any population will be
swabbed. If this can not be accomplished at the temporary holding facility this will be coordinated as animals are processed at temporary holding after
capture. If shedding is noted in the incoming population Isolation of the incoming group must continue until shedding abates.
3. As the existence of virus such as strangles and papiloma are commonplace at holding facilities use spray tanks of disinfectant will be utilized for truck
and tractor tires during cleaning of manure from pens. Prior to entering and upon exiting of pens tires will be sprayed.
4. In warm weather additional water tanks are to be provided. In weather that exceeds 74 degrees F, for more than two hours per day, water troughs will
be emptied and disinfected no less than once every ten days.
This Memorandum will stand until a full infectious disease protocol is adopted.
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